MICHELLE LEE

SOLO ROWER
KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Start thinking you can and you will

GLOBAL ADVENTURER

What if, you just said “Yes”?

WORLD RECORD HOLDER

Learn practical strategies for starting, executing and ﬁnishing your mission. Breakdown the
barriers that are holding you back. Learn how determination, having clear objectives and the
power of visualization and a positive mindset shift achieved a World Record. “Start thinking
you can and you will”. Michelle’s desire not to die wondering was her fuel to row solo across
the Atlantic Ocean.

ADVENTURER OF
THE YEAR 2020

Australian Geographic

First Australian Female

Michelle’s journey has created a series of talks that are the perfect addition to your next event.
It is a powerful way to:
•
•
•
•

to row SOLO across the
Atlantic Ocean

Motivate your staff
Open or close your next conference
Entertain your guests and delegates
Provide an inspirational after dinner presentation

Overcoming feeling vulnerable, suffering impostor syndrome and
losing sight of shore. They are all scary -until you break them down
Confronting life’s storms and triumphing over adversitytaught by mother nature with an all hands-on deck approach.

“Her story is one that inspires,
motivates and engages”
Anton Guinea
The Guinea Group
“I loved how Michelle connected
her stories with our everyday
stories and purposefully
referenced this”
PLC Melbourne

Welcome aboard for practical TRIED and TESTED solutions
that got me across an ocean SOLO
Start
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Finish

Blisters, salt
sores and
rations
Working
through the
tough times.

When a
rogue wave
hits
Applying ready
strategies for
the worst case
scenario.

Red sky at night
“How an
attitude of
gratitude
strengthens
relationships &
experiences.

The Captain,
Gilligan & the
Professor
Wearing all
hats & learning
to adapt.

Take command
of the helm
Starting,
ﬁnishing and
executing
YOUR mission.

BOOK MICHELLE
FOR YOUR NEXT EVENT
TRANSITIONS | MOTIVATION | INSPIRATION | KEYNOTES | CONFERENCE | EMPOWERMENT | FOCUS

0416 209 928
info@michellelee.com
michelleleespeaker.com

